ABSTRACT In modern power systems, the stochastic and interactive characteristics of mixed generations have gained increasing interest, especially when more renewable energy sources are connected to the grid. The uncertainty of renewable energy has notable effects on power system security. In this paper, a set of composite security indices, which are derived from the Hyper-box and Hyper-ellipse Space theory, are extended by a Latin hypercube sampling method to model multiple probabilistic scenarios under uncertainty. Thus, the proposed approach is suitable for power system security assessment with wind power integrated. According to the indices, a security-based active demand response (DR) strategy is proposed. This strategy is able to provide expected active DR capacity based on the forecast wind power fluctuations. Therefore, it can be applied to day-ahead power system dispatches.
Imaginary part of each element in the admittance matrix.
P ij
Active line power between bus i and bus j. Q ij Reactive line power between bus i and bus j. t ij Off-normal transformer tap ratio. Y ij0 Line admittance against the ground.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart grid has become the trend of global power system development due to its social economic benefits and advancements in computing and communication. Along with the grid modernization process, power consumers are no longer passive rigid loads [1] . In contrast, they are cooperative with response strategies from power operators. Active DR components, such as electric vehicles and smart household appliances, are flexible loads providing assistance for operators to better manage the power grid [2] , [3] . With effective designs of DR strategy, active demand is capable of reducing the cost of electricity consumption and implementing peak shaving and valley filling functions. It can also improve the efficiency of renewable energy utilization.
Most research works on interaction and response of active demand focus on the economic influence [4] , [5] . However, the power system security may be affected by active DR, especially when more uncertainties are brought into a power system with DR. Meanwhile, the stochastic characteristic of the response process must be considered such that the power system operation state is more complex and exposed to a more severe challenge [6] . Since the security is critical to power system operation, it is of great importance to propose a security-based active DR strategy under emerging challenges, such as wind power.
In this paper, the active DR strategy aims to improve power system operation security. The proposed strategy contains security assessment with the consideration of power system uncertainties. Traditional security assessment applied deterministic analysis methods such as the sensitivity analysis method [7] and numerical simulation method [8] . The basic idea of these methods is to examine whether both the line flow and bus voltage exceed the limit under the assumption that any component, such as a generator or a line, trips. If the system operation remains secure under this condition, it is also considered to be secure under other less severe conditions [9] . These methods are widely used in the power industry because of high efficiency and low requirement on operation data [10] , [11] . However, these deterministic analysis methods did not address the stochastic characteristics. Therefore, they can lead to omission of extreme cases due to the uncertainty of the wind power and DR.
In contrast, probabilistic methods exhibit advantages in dealing with such issues. The probabilistic methods can be classified into two main categories: analytical methods [12] , [13] and simulation-based methods [14] , [15] . On a theoretical basis, analytical methods have a higher efficiency in computation, but they are limited to small-scale systems. For simulation-based methods, there are not too many limitations on the scale. The Monte Carlo Simulation-based method can quantify the uncertain factors by random sampling in order to assess power system security [15] . However, the main disadvantage is its high computation workload. The Latin hypercube sampling method, based on Monte Carlo Simulation, can reduce the computation workload significantly because it is able to cover the entire distribution interval of random variables with a relatively small sampling capacity [16] . Also, compared with analytical methods, more information about the output variables can be obtained by Latin hypercube sampling method, which reflects the stochastic and interactive characteristics of the responsive loads.
A composite security index is of great importance in power system security assessment. The security index established in [17] deals with a deterministic scenario, which cannot be applied in a system with significant uncertainties of wind power and active DR. With the Latin hypercube sampling method, however, the composite security index can be extended such that it is suitable for probabilistic scenarios under uncertainty. Meanwhile, an effective active DR strategy according to the composite security index can improve the system security with wind power integration. When wind power surges, the values of active DR is controlled by this security-based strategy. Due to the capabilities of absorbing wind power and improving security, the strategy is capable of providing assistance for operators in day-ahead scheduling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Based on the Hyper-box and Hyper-ellipse Space theory [18] and Latin hypercube sampling, a set of composite security indices are briefly described and combined in Section II considering generation and load uncertainties. Section III proposes an active DR strategy using the proposed indices. Section IV verifies the effectiveness of the proposed strategy with simulations. Finally, Section V draws conclusions for the presented studies.
II. SECURITY-BASED INDEX CONSIDERING UNCERTAINTIES

A. COMPOSITE SECURITY INDEX BASED ON HYPER-BOX AND HYPER-ELLIPSE SPACE THEORY
A hyper-box is a multidimensional closed space formed by value ranges of the variables which uses a vector to reflect the location of each variable in the space. The spatial location characterized by a vector in the hyper-box could be changed into scalar value by approximately inscribing a hyper-ellipse space in the hyper-box space [18] .
In practical application, if the space in the hyper-ellipse has been defined, the location in the hyper-ellipse can be quickly determined according to the scalar value. In this way, it is easy to reflect the state of the whole multidimensional variable group. Thus, it is essential to establish the power system composite security index based on Hyper-box and Hyper-ellipse Space theory, including the bus voltage security index and the line flow security index. 
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N , N is the number of buses. Also, g V ,i could be obtained by normalizing the deviation of the alarm value and security value of each bus:
According to the hyper-ellipse equation, bus voltage security index could be established as follows:
where n is the order of the hyper-ellipse. If n becomes large enough, the hyper-ellipse approaches the hyper-box. It is usually set to 2 considering both the accuracy of fit and computing efforts [17] .
Second, let P A,j and P S,j be the alarm and security limit of active power flow of line j, respectively. If there are M branches in the system, d P,j , the power flow deviation of each branch, can be defined as follows:
where
is the base value of line power flow. Considering the bidirectional nature of line power flow, |P j | represents the larger absolute value of the bidirectional active power flow. g P,j , the deviation of security value and early alarm value of active power flow of line j, can be defined as:
Hence, the line flow security index is obtained as:
The composite security index I C can integrate bus voltage security index I V and line flow security index I P . Thus, the composite security index of a power system containing N buses and M lines can be represented as:
After considering both the bus voltage and the line flow, the system states are divided into three categories by I C : 1) If I C = 0, the system is in a secure state; 2) If 0 I C 1, the system is in an alarm state; and 3) If I C 1, the system is in an insecure state. It can be seen in Eq. (7) that I c consists of a series of normalized limit violation values including bus voltage and line power flow. Compared with the conventional security index in [19] , the composite security index here is capable of eliminating the masking problem in power system contingency evaluation. To illustrate the characteristic of the index, we assume that I c has two normalized deviation values. Thus, the multidimensional closed hyper-ellipse space is simplified As shown in Fig. 1 , the security boundary is defined by the blue hyper-ellipse. Also, any contingency could be represented by an individual point in this two-dimensional space. Assuming that there are two pints, C1 and C2 representing two contingency scenarios, both of which are approaching the security boundary from inside and outside, respectively. C1 lies inside the blue hyper-ellipse while C2 is beyond the hyper-ellipse, which indicates that the system is in an alarm state under contingency C1 and in an insecure state under contingency C2 according to Eq. (7) .
Note that both a 1 and b 1 are large values. In contrast, a 2 slightly exceeds 1 while b 2 is close to 0. In other words, although it is difficult to judge which contingency is more severe from the perspective of single normalized deviation value, the composite security index clearly indicates that contingency C2 requires the operator to take immediate corrective action. Because of the advantage of filtering the most severe contingencies, it is able to better address the masking problem. Further verification will be done in Section IV.
Composite security index I C could be applied to security assessment analysis when abnormal states such as line outage and overload appear in the system. In this paper, the relevant simulation and analysis focus on line outages.
B. INDEX EXTEND BY LATIN HYPERCUBE SAMPLING
The aforementioned composite security index is still a deterministic value when using the deterministic method. The index cannot reflect the uncertainty of loads and renewable energy under the power system normal operation state and also cannot meet the requirement of power system security analysis with consideration of active DR. In contrast, the Latin hypercube sampling method, a simulation method for solving probabilistic power flow, is able to deal with these uncertainties in the power system. It consists of two main parts: sampling and sorting.
1) SAMPLING
The process of sampling is shown in Fig. 2 . Suppose there are K input random variables R k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) to be solved. The cumulative probability distribution function of a random variable R k can be presented as follows:
The vertical axis of the curve representing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is divided into T equal intervals. T represents the sampling size, determined by the accuracy requirement. Since the CDF ranges between 0 and 1, the width of each interval is 1/T . The middle point of each interval is chosen as the sampling point of Y k [16] , while the sampling value of R k could be obtained by (9) . The t-th sampling value of R k is:
2) SORTING
The initial sampling matrix R init can be obtained after the sampling process. There is a determined correlation among the random variables. The initial sampling matrix R init , however, cannot reflect the original correlation. Therefore, R init should be sorted. The Cholesky decomposition method [20] is used in this paper to sort the initial sampling matrix R init . It is assumed that R represents the final sampling matrix after the sorting process. In this paper, the composite security index involves bus voltage and line power flow calculation, given by:
Load (both conventional load and active DR) and renewable generations are considered as random variables. Their deviations between the predicted value and the real value are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. When using the Latin hypercube sampling method to calculate the expected value of a composite security index under random disturbance, the random variables derived from load and renewable energy are taken into the sampling matrix R. Thus, R can be obtained according to the probability distribution of random variables with each line containing an array of sampling values of a random variable. Each column of R represents a set of sampling values resulting from the uncertainties of both load and renewable energy. Also, there are T sets based on Latin hypercube sampling size. Then, each sampling set is integrated into the injected power (P i and Q i ). Based on the updated injected power, bus voltage and line flow are calculated by the power flow equations shown in (10) and (11) . Then, composite security index I C can be obtained. Therefore, I C can be extended in the form of response function with Latin hypercube sampling matrix R:
Since R contains the response value of the active DR, (12) can also be presented as follows:
where P LA is a vector that represents the response value of each active DR.
Each sampling set provides a specific calculating condition. Thus, T values of composite security index I C can be obtained after the simulation on all calculating conditions. Also, the distribution of the composite security index can be obtained by the determined sampling size. In this paper, the expected value of the composite security index under each line outage is chosen to evaluate a reasonable active DR strategy. It is given by (14) :
In this case, the composite security index obtained and extended by the Latin hypercube sampling method can better meet the security requirement of the power system considering uncertainties in statistical terms.
III. ACTIVE DEMAND RESPONSE STRATEGY
Integration of renewable energy such as wind power may have significant impacts on power system security [21] . However, the active DR is able to consume the redundant wind power. Thus, an optimal response strategy would be helpful to improve the power system security [22] .
Here, the wind power uncertainty is modelled as a typical Gaussian distribution, which will be sampled with the Latin hypercube sampling approach. The main focus is to optimize the active DR at various candidate buses to achieve the lowest composite security index.
A. OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF ACTIVE DEMAND RESPONSE STRATEGY
In Section II, the composite security index considering uncertainties derived from the active DR and renewable energy is obtained and I C,mu is chosen to evaluate the active DR strategy. Based on the consideration of each line outage individually, the optimal objective function is to minimize the composite security index of the whole power system:
where f is the sum of expected values of the composite security index of the whole power system under each line outage condition.
The following constraints must be obeyed in the optimization.
Active power balance constraint:
where P G,m is the active power of each conventional generator and P W is the total active power of wind generators following Gaussian distribution. P LC represents the active power of conventional loads; P LA,s represents the active power of each active DR; P Loss is the network loss. Reactive power balance constraint:
where Q G,m is the reactive power of each conventional generator and Q W is the total reactive power of wind generators. Q LC represents the reactive power of the conventional loads and Q Loss is the reactive network loss. Since this paper aims at the impact of DR's active power on power system security, the reactive power of DR is not taken into account in the reactive power balance constraint. Active power limits for each conventional generator:
Reactive power limits for each conventional generator:
where P max G,m and P min G,m are the maximum and minimum active output limits for each conventional generator, respectively, while Q max G,m and Q min G,m are the maximum and minimum reactive output limits of each conventional generator, respectively.
Response limits for online active DR:
where P max LA,s and P min LA,s are the maximum and minimum response limits of each active DR, respectively.
B. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
In this paper, the system security is evaluated under N − 1 status. Also, based on comprehensive consideration of each line outage's influence, the objective function of the optimization is to minimize the composite security index of the whole power system.
The process of active DR response strategy can be divided into three steps:
x Establish the model of active DR and wind power, calculate the probabilistic power flow under N − 1 status, and store power flow data (bus voltage and active line power);
y Calculate the composite security index based on the power flow data obtained in x, then take the set of extended composite security indices into the optimal objective function;
z Calculate the response value of each active DR by using a genetic algorithm (GA) [23] .
Detailed process of active DR strategy based on the genetic algorithm and the relationship among the aforementioned three steps are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively.
IV. CASE STUDY
In order to demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed method, the verification study of a modified IEEE 30-bus test system is done, as shown in Fig. 5 . It is assumed that the two wind farms are connected to bus 16 and 26, respectively, and the five active DR candidate locations are on bus 12, 16, 17, 24 and 26. All simulations are based on MATLAB environment.
A. VERIFICATION OF THE EXTENDED COMPOSITE SECURITY INDEX CONSIDERING UNCERTAINTIES
In this section, Scenario A is designed where all load buses having more than 5 MW active power are taken as random load buses. Assume that load deviation between the predicted value and the real value on these buses follows Gaussian distributions and ±5% of the predicted value is chosen as the variation range. Also, the wind power deviation between the predicted value and the real value is supposed to follow Gaussian distributions, and ±30% of the predicted value is chosen as the variation range. The predicted power values of wind farms on bus 16 and 26 are 7 MW and 3.5 MW, respectively.
All the line outages are considered and simulated, except for the lines only connected to a generator bus. To calculate the composite security index, both alarm and security limits are to be chosen for each bus voltage and line flow. ±3% and ±5% of the predicted value are taken as the alarm limit and security limit, respectively, for the bus voltage while 80% of the transmission capacity limit is chosen as the alarm limit for line flow.
To illustrate the advantages of the extended composite security indices, the conventional security indices in [19] are also extended by Latin hypercube sampling method and calculated under this scenario. Simulation results are shown in TABLE 1.
In TABLE 1, column 1 represents the line outage number. Columns 2, 4, and 6 represent the bus voltage security index I V , line flow security index I P , and composite security index I C based on Eqs. (3), (6) , and (7), respectively. Columns 3 and 5 represent the bus voltage security index PI V and line flow security index PI MV in [19] , respectively. Also, according to I C in column 6, the contingencies are sorted and the first twenty are listed. The relationship between the line number and the line name can be seen in Appendix.
It can been seen from TABLE 1, the conventional security indices PI V and PI MV are 0.7885 and 4.1287 respectively under Line 34 outage while PI V and PI MV are 0.6728 and 4.5845 respectively under Line 35 outage. Since the values of PI V and PI MV set are quite close and experience an opposite trend between the two contingencies, it is difficult to justify which contingency has more severe impact on power system security according to PI V or PI MV separately. The extended composite security index I C , however, combining bus voltage security and line flow security, provides a relatively intuitive approach for the security assessment.
In addition, I V and I P are 0 and 1.0021 respectively under Line 28 outage while 0.6406 and 0.8624 respectively under Line 23 outage. Nevertheless, the values of I C are quite different between these two contingencies: under the first contingency, the system is in an insecure state since I C (equal to 1.0021) is larger than 1. Under the second contingency, the system is in an alarm state since I C (equal to 0.9233) is between 0 and 1. Obviously, either the normalized voltage deviation value or normalized line flow deviation values greater than 1 will result in an insecure state, which requires the operator to take immediate corrective action. Thus, the extended composite security index is able to better address the masking problem.
Also, to illustrate the effectiveness of Latin hypercube sampling method applied to the extended composite security indices, the indices are also calculated by a standard Monte Carlo method in this scenario. The number of simulations of the Latin hypercube sampling method is set to 400 while that of the standard Monte Carlo method is 10,000. The computing time of the two methods is 51 s and 1,832 s, respectively.
Result comparisons are shown in Fig. 6 . A curve is obtained by connecting the expected values of extended composite security indices. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the calculation results of the two methods are consistent. The simulation result also indicates that lines with high-value indices can be classified into two categories: the lines that are connected to generators or synchronous condensers, and the lines that constitute the looped network, which accords with the real operation status of power systems. Note that Line 10 connected to bus 6 and bus 8 is the worst violated line. Since Line 10 is not only connected to a synchronous condenser but also a part of the looped network consisting of bus 6, 8, and 28, it is likely that this line's outage may have significant impact on system security.
B. SECURITY-BASED ACTIVE DR STRATEGY
Due to the advantages verified in previous section, the extended composite security index is applied in the active DR strategy. This section contains simulation for three scenarios
1) SCENARIO B1
It is assumed that the predicted power output of wind farms on bus 16 and 26 surges to 21 MW and 10.5 MW, respectively. The amounts are three times as high as those in Scenario A. Other assumptions remain unchanged. In this scenario, the curve obtained by connecting the expected values of extended composite security indices is shown in Fig. 7 . In order to reflect the difference between this scenario and Scenario A, the curve obtained in Scenario A is also shown in Fig. 7 . 6 MW, 5 MW and 2 MW, respectively. The curves in this scenario and Scenario A are shown in Fig. 8. 
3) SCENARIO B3
In this scenario, the active DR is also considered. Compared with Scenario B2, response values of active DR candidates are decided by a genetic algorithm. Assume that the length of the chromosome is 10, and the maximal number of iterations is 30. The relevant parameters of selection probability, crossover probability, and mutation probability are supposed to be 0.8, 0.7 and 0.01, respectively. The computing time is 1723 s. Also, the curves in this scenario and Scenario A are shown in Fig. 9 From Fig. 10 and Table 2 , we can make the following conclusions, 1) If compared with Scenario A, Scenario B1 experiences a dramatic upward trend when wind power triples, with the number of system insecurity state increasing from 5 to 23.
2) When active DR candidates respond to the change of wind power, both the number of system insecurity state and objective function value reduce in Scenario B2 and Scenario B3.
3) Using the strategy whose response values of active DR candidates are achieved through the genetic algorithm, the number of system insecurity state decreases from 23 in Scenario B1 to 7 in Scenario B3, while the objective function value decreases from 45.56 to 27.46.
The effectiveness of the proposed strategy based on the obtained composite security index has been demonstrated and verified by the above simulation. Response values of active DR candidates obtained through a genetic algorithm can better improve the security level of the studied system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel active DR strategy considering a power system composite security level is proposed. First, the composite security index is established based on the Hyper-box and Hyper-ellipse Space theory, with a combination of Latin hypercube sampling for probabilistic consideration. Second, an optimization model of active DR is proposed with the consideration of the composite security indices. Finally, based on the proposed active DR strategy, the demand response values at candidate locations are obtained and demonstrated with several case studies.
From the work presented in this paper, the contributions and novelty can be concluded as follows:
1) It extends the application of the composite security index based on Hyper-box and Hyper-ellipse Space theory by applying the Latin hypercube sampling method. The extended composite security index provides a quantitative approach for power system security assessment, which can effectively reflect the security level of a system with uncertainties caused by wind power integration and active DR.
2) The active DR strategy based on the extended composite security index is capable of improving the power system security when line outages occur under wind power fluctuations. Thus, the proposed strategy can serve as a security-based criterion of response determination for active DR.
3) This strategy is able to provide a desired active DR based on the forecasted wind power fluctuations, so it can be applied to day-ahead power system scheduling to help operators manage the grid security more effectively.
APPENDIX
The relationship between the line number and the line name in the modified IEEE 30-bus test system is shown in TABLE 3. 
